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+45 8724 4370
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Model year 2024
Chassis number (VIN) 0013
Ref. no. 7378
Brand new

Type Trailer
Aksel 2
Stand Brand new

Registration

Basis

% remaining 100
Dimensions 265/70R19,5

Drum brakes
ABS

Air

Total length mm 8950 - 9550
Shaft type SAF 10 tons

Tyres

Brakes

Suspension

Chassis

Loading capacity kg 16980
Overall weight kg 20000
Tare weight kg 3020

Electrical coupling 2x7 pol
Air-coupling Duomatic
Manufacturer

57 mm træk øje - kan ændres til 40 mm
Coupling height mm 600 - 700 - 800mm

Weight

Coupling 

Hangler ZWP-H 200 Mega-ZL 20 ton, Container frame/Container

Beskrivelse
Hangler 20 ton ZWP-H 200 Mega-ZL reversible trailer 

Container locks for 7150 and 7450 mm swappable boxes + for 20-foot shipping container 
Twin mounted wheels 265/70R19.5 tire mounting M+S approved tires 
SAF 10-ton axles - drum brakes 
Air suspension system with extra long travel of up to 400 mm - that is, it is approx. 980 mm high in the lowest position, and 1380 mm 
in the highest position, driving height of container locks = 1050 mm 
Movable drawbar 6 x 100 mm - drawbar length: 1,800 - 2,400mm 
JOST turntable with central lubrication block pulled out on the left side 
LED 3-chamber rear lights - LED work lights + LED rear lights, as well as 1 pc. mounted in the middle between the chassis beams. 
Fully galvanized chassis 

Contact us phone +45 87244370 or email salg@£scanvo.dk for more info - See more transport solutions at www.scanvo.dk 

As a retailer of products from the Austrian manufacturer Hangler, which for many years has produced powerful, strong trailer products 
for some of the toughest tasks. The product range is wide ranging - from machine, built-in, heavy load or curtain trailers, carts, etc. 
with this you receive a well-equipped product for the tough tasks that are often carried out in the Scandinavian and Nordic countries.

 



 




